Quick Dial Feature

Admin Check-in Request

Position-based Alerting

Geo Fencing

Distress Button

We Live in an Unpredictable World
ActivPoint™ Can Help You Safely Navigate Through It
Safety on the Go
ActivPoint™ is an indispensable mobile
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Deliver Critical Information to the Right People in
Real Time
Tracking and Position Reporting
delivers precise position data to
NC4 Risk Center. Keep travelers
safe by knowing where your
people are at all times. In areas of
inconsistent connectivity, reporting
data is cached for later delivery.
Users have flexibility to enable or
disable Position Reporting on the
device.
Position-based Alerting provides
real-time incident alerts, important
updates and global security
information based on location.
Users stay informed about threats
when alerts are automatically
triggered by nearby events.
ActivPoint is flexible as well as
accurate; individual users define
desired proximity settings within
the app to receive only relevant
information.

Benefits Overview

Distress Button allows users to
send a distress signal to corporate
security personnel through NC4
Risk Center. This event triggers
a visible status change on the
NC4 Situation Map and alerts the
organization’s administrator.

• Improves your risk visibility and
situational awareness with realtime incident alerts, updates,
and global security information

Geo fencing allows admins to
define safe zones and no-go zones.
GPS-enabled devices deliver a geo
fence breach message through NC4
Risk Center and to the device user
when their device enters or exits an
active geo fence.

• Alerts you when your
team’s devices enter or exit
designated no-go areas

• Alerts you and automatically
updates the situation map
when app users send a distress
signal

• Helps you meet Duty of Care
obligations

NC4 in real-time means you’ll
deliver vital information to the right
people, when it matters.
We know your team’s safety is
your number one concern. Use
ActivPoint now to enhance your
ability to fulfill your Duty of Care
obligations.

Set up your team
with ActivPoint today!

More About NC4
NC4 delivers safety and security solutions for
both business and government organizations. We
revolutionize how organizations and communities
collect, manage, share and disseminate
information to reduce cyber threats, fight crime,
mitigate risks, and manage incidents. NC4 also
provides cyber threat sharing solutions both
through secure collaboration services and recently
(via Soltra Edge), through automated, structured,
and standardized (STIX/TAXII) mechanisms.
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NC4 solutions are used by federal, state and
local agencies in homeland security, emergency
management and law enforcement disciplines.
To learn more about how NC4 can benefit your
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